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ABSTRACT
An effective approach on zero-voltage switching scheme for a single-stage grid-connected fly-
back inverter along with the introduction of Modified Grey Wolf Optimizer technique based
on the proportional integral controller is proposed. A focus on soft-switching is attained by
means of permitting the grid-side negative current along the bidirectional switches held in the
transformer’s secondary side. Consequently, there is a discharge ofmetal–oxide–semiconductor
field-effect transistor’s output capacitor. This function led the primary switch to turn ON at the
condition of zero voltage. Therefore, it is essential to optimize the reactive current level for
attaining zero-voltage switching. Generally, the basic Grey Wolf Optimization has some more
disadvantages of accuracy-solving and less capability of finding the fitness solutions. Hence, to
overcome this, optimizer can be modified for further enhancement in the optimization process.
Modified Grey Wolf Optimizer based on the proportional integral controller with pulse width
modulation technique is used for controlling the switches; thereby zero-voltage switching trig-
gering takes place which results in decreased total harmonic distortion. Finally, the simulations
can be carried out based on the total harmonic distortion which helps to illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the suggested algorithm. A 24-V, 325-W prototype has been carried out to verify the
proposed system.
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1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources have become more efficient
compared to the other traditional sources in the past
5 years. The International Energy Agency predicts that
approximately 60% of the forthcoming electrical power
emerges from microgrids and stand-alone solar sys-
tems. The limitation of renewable energy resources
with a random outcome could be alleviated by imple-
menting the battery system. To manage the noxious
gases and metal emissions from the fossil-fuel steam
turbine generators, it is essential to extend the gener-
ation capability of the non-toxic and clean renewable
energies. Photovoltaic (PV) systems connected with an
alternating current grid are economical and need a
reduced amount of maintenance than the other stand-
alone systems, as there is no need for storage purpose
batteries. Lead acid or Li-ion battery storage is used
generally in the stand-alone systems that need exces-
sive control and enhances the overall cost for both
charging and discharging. Consequently, PV systems
that were connected with grid reside in 99% of the
whole installed facility when compared to the 1% of
the stand-alone systems. On account of various PV
module arrangements, the grid-connected inverter will
be classified into string inverters, multistring inverters,

alternating currentmodule inverters and central invert-
ers ormicroinverters. Themodule-integrated converter
or microinverter is a converter with a less power rating
of about 150–400W at which a devoted grid-connected
inverter was employed for all PV modules of the sys-
tem. The major technical concerns on behalf of the
inaccessible PV microinverters were to attain high effi-
ciency on conversion, long life span and reduced rate of
manufacturing cost. It is specified that microinverters
are isolated, contains transformers of high frequency,
switching losses and core losses were considered as the
foremost concerns for attaining the enhanced efficiency
[1,2].

To achieve a dependable incorporated unit by every
PV panel, compact microinverter with a long life-span
is preferred. To acquire the necessary output voltage
in favour of altering the conditions of solar input,
power conditioning systems are implemented as an
interfacing system among the grid and the PV pan-
els. In general, the power conditioning system con-
tains two stages of conversion. One stage for boost-
ing the solar voltage and the other is inverting stage.
Thus, the cost of the system will increase and the effi-
ciency decreases [3,4]. So, we consider the single con-
version stage of the proposed system for an increase in
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efficiency and reduce the switching losses. Even though
the method mentioned above has the advantages of
enhancing the effectiveness by neither achieving soft-
switching nor different control operations, these have
the downsides of decreasing the complication of con-
troller and power density [5]. The author highlighted
a comparison of soft- and hard-switching boost con-
verter topology of PV systems. This in turn reduces
the switching stress and switching losses using soft-
switching technique [6]. This researcher described that
the major grid-connected PV systems challenge exclu-
sive of galvanic separation. The review on converter
topology wasmainly focused on the contest among var-
ious converter kinds and several technologies of PV
panel. This was being determined with the common
voltage mode among the ground and PV string ter-
minals. The leakage of ground current because of the
voltage–time variation was the electric safety source,
amplitude and the problems related to electromagnetic
interference (EMI). The efficiency of conversion pro-
cess was examined by means of comparing semicon-
ductor power losses qualitatively [7].

These authors mentioned that the PV generation
system gives a novel approach of power insertion sys-
tem and it has the outcome of giving the power from
the solar cell groups, changing the direct current power
to the alternating current power with suitable elec-
trical characteristics. The portion of the system that
accomplish this alteration is the flyback inverter The
traditional active clamp circuit in BCM or DCM func-
tions for the flyback structure as drawback, which can-
not release the full energy stored in the main switch
of parasitic capacitance. Therefore, the zero-voltage
switching (ZVS) is not suitably attained for the major
switches [8].

The author stated that a split capacitor depends on
the topology and uses a particular DC supply for gener-
ating the specified levels of output. The split capacitors
were taken into consideration for attaining stepped out-
put, thereby, implementing a time frame-based switch-
ing scheme (TFSS). The total switches are decreased by
enhancing the harmonic factor. The output power was
filtered then with the use of component passive induc-
tor and was being synchronized for feeding grid power
system [9].

The author implemented two supplemental sources
of voltage which in turn exploits the passive component
present in the auxiliary path. With the use of this tech-
nique, the features of soft switching were considered
for the wide converter duty-cycles range. This output
power value was independently achieved or the opera-
tionmode of the converter, and thus, soft-switchingwas
considered in the region of whole converter operation.
In addition, there was no existence of additional voltage
stress at main switch. The voltage stress at the auxil-
iary switchwas reduced on comparing the voltage stress
at the main switches [10]. The author stated that the

soft-switching power converters used for effective grid
applications. Themodularmultilevel converter was sig-
nified as a significant resolution for the application of
the grid as they were capable of extending the range of
voltage output like an application of high voltage. This
article reviews such a converter to a resonant account
overview, not previously employed in the applications
of high power, thereby examining how the grid appli-
cation was performed [11]. The researcher suggested
a new technique that augments the quality of power
together with the power control for the grid-connected
inverter. The work presented in turn act with analyz-
ing and modelling of transformer-less grid-connected
inverter together with the real and reactive power con-
trol. And it was examined for the decrease of total
harmonic distortion (THD) [12].

The author presented a variable switching frequency
of SPWMmethod for attaining ZVS at unity power fac-
tor in three-phase grid-connected VSI for two parallel
180° interleaved operations. A huge ZVS range could
be attained with no sensor in addition, current zero-
crossing or auxiliary circuit and detection circuit. The
frequency of carrierwavewas simple for calculating and
to update with a digital control. The current ripple was
predicted exactly and it is restricted for the minimiza-
tion of circulation loss unnecessarily. At the inverter
side, the high current ripple was cancelled consider-
ably by means of interleaved parallel configuration.
LCL filter was employed for attenuating the current
ripple and for enhancing the grid-side power quality
[13].

The researchermentioned a full-bridge transformer-
less PV grid-connected inverter topologies with zero-
voltage transition concept. Here, the SVS is applied to
the high-frequency switches [14]. The author stated a
novel boundary conduction mode to increase the out-
put power. This scheme of operation takes the charge
of transformer in reverse order to give the reactive cur-
rent for ZVS. Here, the ZVS is maintained in both the
primary and secondary switches [15]. The researcher
stated a novel soft-switching flyback inverter for PV
systems. The conventional flyback inverter has leakage
inductance in transformer. So, it causes voltage surge
across the switches. To overcome this, a snubber cir-
cuit is used. Here, soft-switching is achieved in main
switch using an auxiliary switch. So, both the switches
are operated at soft-switching condition and thus the
snubber circuit is removed [16].

In this, a modified Grey Wolf Optimization tech-
nique is introduced for adjusting proportional integral
(PI) controller parameters, thereby eliminating THD.
This article is categorized as follows. The functional
principle of the proposed topology and the circuit
design are detailed in Section 2. The simulation results
and experimental results are provided in Sections 3 and
4. Finally, to summarize this article, the conclusions are
given in Section 5.
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2. Proposed work

This section delivers a complete description of the pro-
posed methodology (Figure 1).

2.1. Solar data acquirement

The solar panel consists of five polycrystalline silicon-
solar modules, each with a nominal capacity of 220WP.
The solar modules are linked in sequence. The PV
string has the maximum power point tracker that has a
capability of not <95.0%. A solar cell generates energy
when illuminated by photons. The P–N junction is the
core feature for PV cells and can consume solar radia-
tion. It arises when the photon crosses the gap from the
material section and travel through the array directly as
the load of the solar cell is connected to it prior to the
light stops. The solar model consists of a PN diode, cur-
rent source and some resistance; Equation (1) reveals
that the current provided by the solar cell in the series
resistance of Rs is relatively small and that the shunt
one of Rsh is relatively high. These two resistors are not
taken into consideration to make simulation simpler

I = IRs − Id + IRsh (1)

The solar panel can produce the DC reference volt-
age. In this work, an efficient technique for attaining
ZVS of the primary switch was implemented. At this,
grid allows the reduced level of reactive current for
charging the flyback transformer’s magnetizing induc-
tance, so that it is capable of offering negative cur-
rent for the primarymetal–oxide–semiconductor field-
effect transistors (MOSFET’s). ThemodifiedGreyWolf
optimizer (MGWO)-based proportional integral con-
troller is introduced for adjusting the proportional inte-
gral controller’s parameter at which ZVS triggering
takes place. PWM pulses are produced from the pulse
generator with the aid of MGWO-PI and it is given to

the primary switch. Owing to simple digital realization
and finer DC bus utilization, space vector PWM is a
growing trend in usage. However, a secondary side of
flyback transformer provides the load point. As awaited,
both switches Sacp1 and Sacn1 (or Sacp2 and Sacn2)
cannot be turned ON simultaneously because a short
circuit occurs in them. The switching states are termed
as four defined non-zero vectors (states 1, 2, 3 and 4)
and one undefined zero vector (state 5). The condition
of undefined state should be averted to be continually
competent in defining the AC output voltage for the
states 1, 2, 3 and 4. Then, the constant amplitude of
SVPWM pulses is produced and it is given to the bidi-
rectional switches. From this, optimized value of pulse
width modulation is generated in an enhanced manner
and this will be fed to primary switch and bidirectional
switches of the flyback inverter. A LC filter is used to
retrieve the original modulation signal. This in turn
eliminates or reduces the switching losses.

To enable the grid-side reactive current, the diode
and secondary switch of the conservative flyback
inverter were interchanged by the secondary switches.
The output capacitance of the primary MOSFET gets
discharged by the negative current of the transformer’s
primary side, thus contributing access for a primary
switch to turn ON ZVS. The LC filter can control the
rate of rise of output voltage of the inverter and also
decrease the commonmode noise of load. As it is signif-
icant tomanage the complete grid-side reactive current,
the MOSFETs are performed at the variable switching
frequencies. For the function of change in frequency in
circuit, the peak value of inductor negative current was
managed for optimizing the flow of reactive current.
This type of negative current not just supports primary
MOSFET’s soft-switching; however, it offers ZVS turn
ON of the other switch.

Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram of the proposed
system. The scheme consists of a PV cell, decoupling

Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed system.
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Figure 2. Proposed system of flyback inverter.

capacitor, centre tap flyback transformer with primary
switch, secondary bidirectional switches and filter cir-
cuit on the grid side. The primary winding of flyback
transformer gets charged up, when the primary switch
Sm is in ON state. Then, the stored energy in the sec-
ondary winding of flyback transformer is given to the
grid through the bidirectional switches. By switching
Sacp1 or Sacn1 during the positive or negative half
cycle, the energy is transferred to the grid. Therefore,
soft switching is attained in primary switch and sec-
ondary bidirectional switches by the MGWO-based PI
controller (Figure 3).

2.2. MGWO-based PI controller

In grid-connected system, the control algorithm is
essential to precise and accurate the phase angle of
grid voltage (sin_cosθ). So, we can attain the real and
reactive power control between the inverter and grid.
Phase-locked loop (PLL) is the frequentmethod for cal-
culating the phase angle of grid voltage and frequency.
For complete quality control, the synchronization of

grid and current control is the deciding factor. Error in
the phase angle evaluation can lead to notable errors in
between the inverter voltage and grid power. So, it is
necessary to consider the design of grid synchroniza-
tion. MGWO-based PI controller act as a filter in the
phase-locked loop, which finds out the PLL dynamics.
Mostly, it can be affected by unbalance and harmonics
in the grid voltage. So, there is a compromise between
the filtering harmonics in PLL. Then, the continuous
Laplace S-domain of 3∅ PLL model is extracted. The
closed-loop systemof second-order transfer function of
dq-PLL with one zero can be written as

∅S(x.y, z)/∅t
= μ cFBD(∇Sn(x, y, z)div∇S(x, y, z)/∇S(x, y, z)

+ [f (X, y, z) − S(x, y, z)] − μ2S(x, y, z) (2)

where s is relative damping factor, and sn is system
natural frequency. Here, the x, y, z describes the tran-
sient performance of the system in time domain. In the
view of transfer function, we can finalize that the bet-
ter character of PLL response is attained by varying the
parameter value of MGWO-based PI controller.

The following mathematical expressions are the
bandwidth frequency for first-order filter

Fbf (S(x.y, z) = sbf (∇S (x, y, z)) div
(∇S (x, y, z)

∇S (x, y, z)

)

(3)
The following mathematical expressions are the

bandwidth frequency for second-order filter

(S(x.y, z) = f (FFBD (S(x.y) − (S(x.y, z)) (4)

Figure 3. Design circuits.
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This specifies the importance of PLL design, in
considering the real-grid voltage conditions. In gen-
eral, the conventional GWO is easy in programming
and simply understandable. Nevertheless, it has short-
comings such as giving up the half part of repetition
process for exploration and remaining half part for
exploitation. It neglects the precise stability of contact
between them to give an exact global optimum assess-
ment. The integrated MGWO is focused to vary the PI
controller’s parameters, anywhere the communication
amid exploration and exploitation is achieved by two
groups of grey wolves as self-determination. For exten-
sive utilization, supportive hunt of four grey wolves are
employed. And for deep investigation, several scouts
are adopted to non-selective explore groups. Figure 4
depicts the proposedMGWO-based PI controller block
(Figure 5).

The algorithm forMGWOapproach is shownbelow:
The mathematical representation of the wolf’s sur-

rounding grey methodology can be defined as

P = |−→N.
−−−−−−−−→
X ∗ (T) − −→X (T)| (5)

X(T + 1) = −→X ∗ (T) − �A.P (6)

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of approach

Input: Initialize DC voltage udc
Output: Optimal value of δp and δi (gain of Kp and Ki)
Phase1: Parameters Initialization,
udc = [Upper Limit lower limit]

Search agents_num τsan = 30;
Max_iteration maxiter = 100;
Lower band lb = min (udc);
Upper band ub = max (udc)
Dimensions db = size (ub , 2)
Phase 2: The positions alpha, beta and delta initialization
Alpha_pos αp = zeros (1, db)
beta_pos βp = zeros (1, db)
delta_pos γp = zeros (1, db)
position posdata = rand(τsan ,1)∗(ub − lb)+ lb
Phase 3: The objective function calculation,
while 1 < maxiter
for
i = 1:size(posdata , 1)
flag4ub = posdata(I,:) > ub
flag4lb = posdata(I,:) < lb
posdata(I,:) = posdata(i, :)∗(flag4ub+lag4ub++4lb)

+ ub∗ flag4ubg4ubublb ∗ flag4lb
db = size(PI,2)
Kp = PI(db , posdata)
Ki = size(PI,2)
objfn = −20∗exp(-2∗√∑

PI2)/2-
exp(

∑
cos(2π ∗ PI)/db)+ 20exp(1)

Phase 4: The positions alpha, beta and delta updating,
If objfn < αp
αp = objfn
αp = posdata(I,:)
End
If objfn < αp&&objfn < βp
βp = objfn
End
If objfn < αp&&objfn > βp&&objfn < γp
γp = objfn
End
end
end.

where �A is the vectors coefficient, −→X ∗ is the vector of
the best solution, −→X is the position vector, T is the
iteration, and N is the absolute value, and (·) indicates
as element-by-element multiplication. When a better
solution is found, the position of the best solution is
updated

−→
A = 2−→a .−→s − −→a (7)

−→N. = 2.−→s (8)

where −→s in Equations (7) and (8) is linearly reduced
from 2 to 0 through the number of iteration (stages of
investigation and exploitation) and is an arbitrary vec-
tor in the range of [0, 1]. This parameter is altered to
maintain the equilibrium between analysis and phases
of exploitation. Here, the whale and the prey location
are balanced; whales follow at random according to
each other’s role.−→

A is used to render the search agent push further
from the reference whale with random values >1 or
less −1. The search agent status has been changed by
a randomly chosen search agent at the inquiry level
rather than by the strongest search agency open to it.
The quest phase is manually based on the vector fluc-
tuation. On the basis of one another, humpback whales
are searching blindly for the best position. For optimal
global position,

The mathematical representation can be written as
follows

P = |−→A. |−→X − −→X rand (9)

From that, the optimal solutions were obtained.
Where −→X rand is a random whale position vector
selected from the current population.

The controller’s transition function is usuallywritten
as an Equation (10)

p(s)
e(s)

= Kp + Ki/s + Kp(1 + 1/kis) (10)

To attain soft-switching, MGWO-based PI modula-
tion is proposed in this system. MGWO aids in tun-
ing the parameters like Kp and Ki of PI controller.
The parameters are initialized by taking the input DC
source, udc as lower and upper limits. Agents can search
upto maximum number of iterations, based on upper
and lower bound limits. Alpha, beta and gamma posi-
tions are being updated and it is followed by the cal-
culation of objective function. Then, the values of best
fitness functions are generated for theKp andKi param-
eters. Accordingly, the pulses are produced from the
MGWO-based PI controller and the change in duty
cycle takes place. As per the state of switching ON and
OFF condition, the ZVS is being achieved in the ON
state condition of the system. Consequently, the con-
troller output is given as a pulse for both primary switch
and a flyback inverter. At that time, the system acts as
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Figure 4. MGWO based PI controller scheme.

per the switching mode condition which is deliberated
briefly in the switching modes of operation by genera-
tion of pulses. In the transmission line, power is being
transmitted for grid. Hence, the effectual compensa-
tion of power was carried with the utilization of this
estimation. And it provides lesser THD in the output
waveform.

2.3. Analysis of switchingmode operation

In this, the elaborated modes of action of the switch-
ing cycle are presented. For the optimization of the
reactive current amount that is needed for ZVS, the
frequency with variable switching was being exploited.
This switching cycle was split into six modes of oper-
ation. As the inverter’s switching frequency is higher
than the grid frequency, the varying quantities of grid
frequency were constant throughout one switching
cycle. It represents the overall scheme of proposed fly-
back inverter. In this, PV source is present followed by
primary switch, transformer and four switches of fly-
back inverter which is connected to the grid side. Thus,
the system acts and varies as per the ZVS given to the
primary switch and flyback inverter, where it generates
the stabilized flow of power or current which is then
stored in the grid.

2.3.1. Mode I
At the beginning of the switching cycle, the primary
switch is turned ON. A secondary switch Sacp1 kept

ON throughout the total positive half of the AC cycle,
while in the total negative half of the AC cycle, Sacn1
remains ON. Figure 6 provided here depicts the circuit
component, which was active at this interval. The input
solar voltage is applied in this mode over the trans-
former’s magnetizing inductance Lm. Therefore, there
is an increase in the primary current.

2.3.2. Mode II
At the beginning of this mode, switch Sm is turnedOFF,
while the secondary switches remain ON. The drain-
source voltage is not able to enhance the high volt-
age instantly, because of the output capacitor existence
over the primary MOSFET. The drain–source voltage
increase over the switch Smis delayed due to the capac-
itor Csn charging. This mode moves towards the end
once the capacitor was charged to its highestVdc +Nvac
value. This change of switch Sm from ON state to OFF
state occurs in a short period (Figure 7).

2.3.3. Mode III
When the capacitor Csn is charged completely to their
peak value, then the stored energy in the transformer’s
magnetizing inductor is being conveyed to the grid.
This could be made feasible with any one of the sec-
ondary switch Sacp1 or Sacn1 relying on the positive or
negative half-cycle of the grid voltage, when it was in
ON condition. Figure 8 features the operable switch
Sacp1 and anti-parallel diode switch Sacp2 for the posi-
tive half of line cycle.
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Figure 5. Flowchart of MGWO.

2.3.4. Mode IV
During the initiation of this mode, the anti-parallel
diode switch Sacp2 or Sacn2 is being conducted as the
grid voltage polarity. Under ZVS condition based on the
grid voltage polarity, either Sacp2 or Sacn2 is turned ON,
once the secondary current becomes zero. The current
at the secondary side alters their direction and initiates
the magnetizing inductance charging in the opposite
direction as the bidirectional switches are ON. At that
time, the bidirectional switch (Sacp2 or Sacn2) is turned
OFF once isec matches the reference value. Figure 9

shownbelow represents that both the switches Sacp1 and
Sacp2 are ON throughout this time for a positive half-
cycle, thereby letting the secondary current to alter their
direction. The observed voltage over the transformer’s
magnetizing inductance remains in an identical state at
the mode III and mode IV.

2.3.5. Mode V
This mode of action starts once the secondary switches
was turned OFF. Hence, the total switches are in the
OFF state throughout the mode. As the transformer
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Figure 6. Mode I.

Figure 7. Mode II.

Figure 8. Mode III.

Figure 9. Mode IV.

inductance, Lm was charged in the previous mode in
opposite direction, the current flows in the inductor
at the direction for passing energy stored in Lm to the
primary capacitor. Finally, the primary current ism is
negative throughout this mode. The voltage over switch
Sm set up to slowly decrease as the capacitor over the
switch set up to discharge. This modemoves the end by
a full capacitor discharge over the switch (Figure 10).

2.3.6. Mode VI
In view of the fact the capacitor is discharged com-
pletely, the voltage of drain–source in the primary
switch Sm virtually equals to zero. This in turn makes
the conduction of anti-parallel diode switch. Thus,

Figure 10. Mode V.

Figure 11. Mode VI.

there is a continuous increase in magnetizing current
from the negative value. As the voltage of drain source
has imposed to zero, the primary switch is turned ON
with ZVS during thismode. It was noticed thatmode II,
mode V and mode VI happen at the switching process.
So, these modes of time intervals are somewhat small
on comparing the modes of I, III and IV.

At last, the flaws are eradicated with this proposed
system, which incorporates the MGWO-based PI con-
troller. This scheme reduces the system switching losses
and increases the overall efficiency. So, the increased
energy is given to the grid (Figure 11).

3. Simulation results

This section offers a detailed depiction of the perfor-
mance analysis of proposed system.

3.1. PV voltage and PV current before primary
switch ON

The performance analysis of the PV voltage and PV
current before the primary switch ON state is repre-
sented in the graphical form of Figures 12 and 13. The
voltage value of photovoltaic panel for our simulation
outcome is 133V, current value is 85A andpower rating
is 11.3 KW for 30°C and 1000W/cm2.

3.2. Switching pulses

The various switches were employed and the pulses are
generated in terms ofONandOFF state condition using
modified Grey Wolf optimization technique based on
PI controller (Figure 14).
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Figure 12. Waveforms of PV voltage.

Figure 13. Waveforms of PV current.

Figure 14. Waveforms of firing pulses.

3.3. ZVS scheme

Figure 15 shows that the various gate pulses of the
switches are compared with their switch voltages. In
that, when the voltage across the switch is zero, then the
corresponding pulse is given. Hereby, soft-switching is
attained bymodifiedGreyWolf optimization technique
based on PI controller.

3.4. Grid voltage and grid current

Figure 16 indicates that the grid voltage and grid cur-
rent are in phase with one another. So, the reactive
power inject to the grid is insignificant.

Table 1. Comparative analysis.

Methods THD value

Existing (GA) 0.91%
Proposed(MGWO) 0.16%

3.5. Total harmonic distortion

Figure 17 illustrates the performance study of THD in
the proposed system. In this, THD is 0.84% at initial
time of 0.02 s, when the MGWO-based PI controller is
in starting condition.

Figure 18 shows that when the MGWO-based PI
controller is under running condition, the THDvalue is
reduced to 0.16% with 50Hz frequency at start time of
0.1 s. From the analysis, it was apparent that the pro-
posed system is capable of reducing the THD level,
which signifies that the proposed method is better
(Table 1).

Thus, from the comparative analysis it was evident
that the proposed THD value is attained as lower value
than the existing method [17].

4. Experimental results

The experimental hardware set-up is shown in which
a 24V (UTL brand) and 325W polycrystalline solar
panel is utilized as the renewable source of energy.
The solar panel output is connected with MPPT fly-
back converter. The current feedback of an analog sig-
nal is being connected with the PIC controller using
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Figure 15. Waveforms of ZVS.

Figure 16. Waveforms of grid voltage and grid current.

shunt resistor. Similarly, with the use of voltage divider
the DC-to-DC converter’s output voltage analog value
is linked to the controller. AIR2110 gate driver is
employed among MOSFET and controller to make the
MOSFET switch ofDC-to-DC converter in proper con-
dition. For flyback inverter, the filtered constant output
DC supply is linked as source and AC supply and LC
filter were connected in the output, so as to fine tune
the output. TheMOSFET is chosen as a power switch at
the 21 rating, inverter operation at 600V (STP25N60).

With gate driver circuit, all these MOSFETs are con-
nected. The SVPWM is generated by the PIC controller
and given to the gate driver. At first, 50% duty cycle is
chosen for flyback converter by controller, after that the
feedback output voltage will consequently alter.

Although 50KHz switching speed one sample cur-
rent value is taken for estimating the new duty cycle,
once the current measured is elevated after that the
duty cycle is decreased vice versa. Then, the output
of flyback converter filters and rectifier circuits are
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Figure 17. Waveforms of THD with start time of 0.02 s.

eradicating the fluctuation. In the secondary circuit
of flyback transformer block, boosted output 315V is
inverted into AC as 230V, 50HZ and maximum out-
put current of 2A with overall efficiency 96.42% is
obtained. At this time, SVPWM and closed-loop oper-
ation were used. Thus, the flyback inverter pulses are
fine tuned for each output cycle. In case, there is a
change in output, set value is compared to the output
in which the value is different and is then computed
as error signal. With respect to MGWO-based PI con-
troller, the value of modulation index will be changed.
For flyback inverter, the eradicated new PWM is
generated [18].

This process makes sure that the proper operation
of power switches is in sequence. This method leads
to the stabilization of the process across switches, thus
the soft-switching is done here. The output voltage and
current are distorted, because of the switching action.
To decrease this distortion, the LC filter circuit is con-
nected to the output. The inductor in turn eliminates

Table 2. Data obtained from hardware.

Limiting factors Results

PV voltage 38.3 V
PV current 7.15 A
PV power 273.8W
Open circuit voltage 48 V
Full load conditions 24 V
MPP output voltage 14.10 V
MPP output current 18.73 A
MPP output power 264W
Dc link capacitor voltage 315 V
Switching frequency 50 KHz
Output voltage 230 V,50 Hz
Max. output current 2 A
Overall efficiency 96.42

the current distortion and the capacitor eradicates the
voltage distortion. At last, the AC supply is linked with
inductive element (Figures 19–24).

A prototype model is checked at 12 noon (Table 2).
The listing of hardware details is shown in table

provided below based on the reference paper [18]
(Table 3).
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Figure 18. Waveforms of THD with start time of 0.1 s.

Figure 19. Hardware prototype model.
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Figure 20. Hardware circuit diagram.

Figure 21. Waveforms of DC voltage.

Figure 22. Waveforms of flyback PWM pulses.

5. Conclusion

This article suggested a change to the GWO incited
by the hunting actions of the grey wolves in creation.
To attain the proper terms between exploration and

Figure 23. Waveforms of output voltage.

Figure 24. Waveforms of output current.

exploitation, further accelerate the convergence and
increase the optimization accuracy of GWO, a MGWO
is used. The re-enactment results show the proposed
MGWO was better. An approach of soft-switching is
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Table 3. Listing of hardware details.

Items Specification Quantity

Power MOSFET – STP25N60 21 A, 600 V 5
Coupled inductor 500 μH 1
DC capacitive filter 100 μF/400 V 1
Gate driver circuit IR2110 1
Microcontroller PIC16F877 A 1
Output inductive filter 140 μH 1
Output capacitive filter 30 nF 1

attained by means of permitting the negative grid cur-
rent via the bidirectional switches kept in the trans-
former’s secondary side. Therefore, the discharge of
optimizing reactive current takes place. MGWO aids in
tuning the parameters like Kp and Ki of PI controller
for ZVS triggering from which the rate of THD and
the switching losses are reduced. Finally, the LC fil-
ter is employed in which the power is balanced and it
is stored in the grid. So, it increases the efficiency of
the proposed system. The outcomes demonstrate the
fitness and prevalence of MGWO over existing meta-
heuristic calculations and it has a capacity to turn into
a powerful device for taking care of advanced electrical
issues. Further improvement can be made by detecting
fault in the transmission line bymeans of FACTS device
incorporation.
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